
Protection of Human 
Subjects

ICS 491



Reminder - For Final Project Checkin #1 on 
Sep. 26, be prepared to discuss:

• General project idea

• Specific datasets you will use or recruitment strategy

• How your project goes beyond prior work

I will provide feedback in class for other students to learn. (Roughly 2.5-
3 minutes for each student’s discussion)



Milestone #3: Methods Figure

There are two purposes of a Methods Figure:

1. Effectively communicate the steps you will follow and the data sources you 
will use to address your research objectives

2. Be visually appealing, informative, and easy to understand, allowing the 
reader to grasp the essence of your research approach at a glance



Milestone #3: Methods Figure

How to create a Methods Figure:

1. Microsoft PowerPoint
2. Google Slides
3. Adobe Photoshop
4. …



Milestone #3: Methods Figure Examples



Milestone #3: Methods Figure Examples



Milestone #3: Methods Figure Examples



Milestone #3: Methods Figure Examples



Protection of Human Subjects



The IRB



IRB Goals



UH Policies and Procedures

https://research.hawaii.edu/orc/human-studies/resources/ 

https://research.hawaii.edu/orc/human-studies/resources/


UH Handbook for Protecting Human Subjects

https://research.hawaii.edu/orc/wp-
content/uploads/sites/7/2021/12/GUIDE_601_UH_HSP_Investigators_

Manual.pdf 

https://research.hawaii.edu/orc/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/12/GUIDE_601_UH_HSP_Investigators_Manual.pdf
https://research.hawaii.edu/orc/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/12/GUIDE_601_UH_HSP_Investigators_Manual.pdf
https://research.hawaii.edu/orc/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/12/GUIDE_601_UH_HSP_Investigators_Manual.pdf


Industry IRBs



Industry Protection of Subjects

• Company-dependent

• In general, companies have much more freedom to do whatever they 
want

• Chain of approvals by higher-ups

• “If it’s legal, we can do it!”





Industry Protection of Subjects



Consent and Assent



Consent vs Assent



Academic Consent Process



Industry Consent Process



Discussion question: does less data science 
regulation (e.g., in industry) promote innovation 
compared against more data science regulation 

(e.g., in academia)?



Milestone #4: IRB Questions

• Your assignment will be to answer each question. Each question requires 
no more than a single sentence, though you are welcome to provide more 
than 1 sentence per question if you would like.

• If your project involves an already existing dataset, you should describe the 
process that you would follow if you were to have collected the data. 
Alternatively, you can describe your plan to collect follow-up data that 
would enhance the analyses you are performing this semester.

• Do not write your protocol about the publicly available dataset. Instead, 
you should describe either the process of collecting that dataset, or a 
similar dataset that you would collect for a follow-up study.



Why work on an IRB protocol in this class?

• The IRB protocol forces you to think about the Methods section of 
your project.

• Parts of the protocol related to analysis can be copy-and-pasted into 
the Methods section of your final paper.

• Other parts can be copy-and-pasted into the Discussion and Future 
Work section of your final paper.



Final Paper Progress So Far

Introduction

Related Work

Methods

Results

Discussion

Milestone #1 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)

Milestone #2 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)

Milestones #3 and 4 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)



Final Paper Progress So Far

Introduction

Related Work

Methods

Results

Discussion

Milestone #1 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)

Milestone #2 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)

Milestones #3 and 4 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)

Milestone #5 (with modifications and revisions based on comments + discussions)



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



IRB Questions
10



IRB Questions



IRB Questions



Class Exercise

• Spend 5-10 minutes thinking through the (1) recruitment, (2) data 
collection, (3) data labeling, and (4) study design procedures, and (5) 
protection of human subjects for your project

• We will discuss people’s strategies together as a class


